A basic theorem of convex analysis states that a real-valued function on an open interval of the real line is convex and differentiable if at each point of its domain there exists a unique supporting line. In this paper we show that the same conclusion can be drawn under the weaker hypothesis that there exists a unique locally supporting line at each point. We also show by counterexample that convexity cannot be concluded under analogous circumstances for / : S -> R , where 5cl" is open and convex, if n > 1 .
Introduction
A basic theorem in the theory of convex functions states that if / is a realvalued function on an open interval / c R and if / has a unique supporting line at every x £ I, then / is convex and differentiable [3, p. 12] . The main question addressed in the present article is whether this conclusion of convexity can be drawn under the weaker hypothesis that / : I -> R has unique local support at every point. We also consider the same question for the case of a function /": S -► R, where S is an open convex subset of R" . If there are no a priori assumptions (such as continuity), the answer turns out to be affirmative in the first instance but not in the second (for n > 1). The consideration which prompts us to ask this question is the comparison with the well-known fact that a differentiable function / : I -> R can be proved convex with just the hypothesis of local support at each point.
In accordance with the usual definition, we say that f : S -► R has support at xo £ S if there exists an affine function g : W -► R such that f(xo) = g (xo) and fix) > gix) for all x £ S ; and when this condition holds we refer to the hyperplane 77 = {(x, g(x))\x £ R"} as a supporting hyperplane for / at x0 . In a similar way, let us say that / has local support at xo if f(xo) = g(xo) and f(x) > g(x) for all x in some neighborhood of Xo, and let us refer to 77 as a locally supporting hyperplane in this case. (If n = 1 , we shall naturally substitute the word line for hyperplane.)
In [1, p. 50 ] it is proved that for an upper semicontinuous function / : 7 -» R to be convex it is necessary and sufficient that the following condition hold for each xo £ I: if there exists an affine function g such that f(xo) = g(xo) and f(x) < g(x) for all x in some neighborhood of x0 , then the graphs of / and g coincide in some neighborhood of Xo . Using this fact, it is easy to prove the following. (See also [5] .) Theorem 1. Let I be a nonempty open interval of R, let fi : I -► R be continuous, and suppose that at each x £ I there exists a locally supporting line for fi. Then fi is convex, and each of the locally supporting lines is actually a supporting line If we also assume that each of the locally supporting lines in the hypothesis of this theorem is unique, then we can easily conclude that / will have a unique supporting line at each x G 7, making / differentiable as well as convex. Based on the result in [1] , we actually could have stated Theorem 1 with the weaker assumption that / was only upper semicontinuous. However, once we include the assumption of uniqueness, we can dispense with the assumption of continuity altogether. The main result which we shall prove is the following. Theorem 2. Let I bea nonempty open interval of R, and suppose that fi : I -> R has a unique locally supporting line at each x £ I. Then fi is convex.
Once this has been proved, differentiability follows immediately from Theorem 1, as stated above, since a convex function on an open interval is continuous. Without the assumption of uniqueness, Theorem 2 would be false, as illustrated by the counterexample f(x) = -[xTJ (where [•] denotes the greatest integer function).
The idea of relaxing a priori assumptions of continuity in convexity results seems not to have come up often in the literature, but two recent papers which do take this approach are [2] and [4] . In [4] , assuming only that / : 7 -► R is Darboux and of Baire class one (a weaker assumption than continuity), Weil proves that if the second lower symmetric derivate
h^>0+ is nonnegative throughout 7, then / is convex. It is easy to see from this result that the assumption of continuity could correspondingly be relaxed to Darboux and Baire class one in Theorem 1 above, since the existence of a locally supporting line for / at x implies the nonnegativity of LD2(x). In [2] , a general criterion is given for determining when it is possible to replace a hypothesis of continuity with a weaker hypothesis of Darboux and Baire class one in establishing that a given function-theoretic property will imply convexity.
Convexity via locally supporting lines
The proof of Theorem 2 is by contradiction, and the crucial step involves considering what happens when a locally supporting line fails to be actually supporting. This is the significance of Lemma 1 below.
Here and throughout the remainder of this section / is a real-valued function on the open interval 7. Since we shall be working in R2, let us adopt the commonly used terminology that a point (x, y) G R2 lies above, on, or below the line {(x, g(x))\x £ R} (where g : R -> R is affine) accordingly as y > g(x), y -g(x), or v < g(x). Similarly, we say that (x, y) lies above (or on or below) the line segment {(x, g(x))\a < x < b} if a < x < b and y > g(x) (or, respectively, y = g(x), y < g(x)). (P2) The line through the points P = (a, f(a)) and Q = (b, fib)) either fails to be a locally supporting line for f at a or fails to be a locally supporting line for fi at b .
If / has a unique locally supporting line La< at a' also, then [a', b] also will satisfy these two properties, by part (b) of Lemma 1. Note that we define L[a, b] = {(x, g{x))\a < x < b}, where g is the affine function g{x) =
Together, (PI) and (P2) say that f(x) > g(x)
for a < x < b but for every e > 0 there exists an x G (a -e, b + e) such that fix) < g{x).
Let us denote by ^ the family of all closed intervals [a, b] c 7 such that a < b and (PI) and (P2) hold. A necessary and sufficient condition for / : 7 -► R to be convex is that at each x G 7 there exists a supporting line for / [3, p. 12]. Thus, if / satisfied the hypothesis of Theorem 2 but were not convex, one could apply Lemma 1 inductively, alternating between parts (a) and (b) as indicated immediately following the proof of Lemma 1, to generate a nested sequence of intervals {[a,, &/]}°^, with [a,, bj] £ &} for all ;'. According to Lemma 3 below, if the intersection of these intervals is not just a single point, then this intersection will also belong to &f.
In proving Theorem 2, we will apply the Hausdorff Maximality Theorem to the family <9y. What turns out to be important there is not the particular method by which the nested sequence {[a,, bj]} is generated but rather that each of the intervals satisfies the properties (PI) and (P2).
Lemma 2. Let a £ I, let {a"} be a sequence in I converging to a, and suppose that there exists a locally supporting line L for f at a. Then liminf"^oo f{a") Proof. It follows easily from the existence of L that for every e > 0 there exists a positive integer NE such that for all n>Ne, f(a") > fid) -e. 0
Note that Lemma 2 implies that a function which satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2 must be lower semicontinuous. by P, and each point ibi,f{bi)) by Qt.
We claim that lim,--^ P, = P and rim,_00 Qt = Q, where P = {a, f(a)) and Q = {b, fib)). By property (PI), / is bounded below on [ax, bx].
The claim that lim,--^ P, = P is obvious in the case a, = a for some i = n , for then a, = a for all i > n . Thus, let us consider the case in which a, < a for all i. . Hence, we need to establish (P2) for the case in which a, ^ a for all i and also for the case in which bj ^ b for all i. The argument is essentially the same in both cases, however, so let us proceed under the presumption that a, / a for all /'. We shall examine four subcases, which are not mutually exclusive but which exhaust all possibilities. Denote the line through the points P and Q by L.
Case 1: P, lies below L fior infinitely many i. In this case, since P, -> P, given any e > 0 there will exist infinitely many i such that P, lies below L and a -at < e. Thus, L is not a locally supporting line for / at a, so (P2) holds for [a, b] in this case. Case 4: P, lies on L for infinitely many i and Qi lies below L for only finitely many i. In this case choose n such that Q, lies on or above L for all i > n . Qj cannot lie above L when P, lies on L, for if it did, then P would lie below L[aj, bt]. Thus, there must be infinitely many positive integers in the set J = {j\j > n and Pj and Qj both lie on L}. Without loss of generality, we assume that n £ J. Since lim,_00 a, = a and a, < a for all i, there must exist some m £ J such that a" < am < a. Furthermore, it must be that bm = b; for if bm were greater than b, there would exist j £ J such that b < bj < bm < bn and an < am < aj < a, and this would violate (P2) Proof. Suppose that there does exist a locally supporting line L for / at c. Let e > 0 be such that for all x G 7 satisfying \x-c\ < s, the point (x, fix)) lies on or above L; and choose n such that \a" -c\ < s and \bn -c\ < e.
Then neither P" = (a", f(a")) nor Qn = (bn, fi(bn)) can lie below L. If P"
and Qn both lay on L, then L would be a locally supporting line for / at both an and bn ■ This cannot be, since [a" , bn] satisfies (P2). Since [a" , bn] also satisfies (PI), P = (c, fie)) cannot lie below L [an, bn] . This rules out having P" and Qn both lying above L; and if a" < c < bn , it rules out having one of the two points lying on L with the other point lying above L. There are only two possibilities therefore: either P" = P and Q" lies above L or Qn = P and P" lies above L. Since [a", bn] satisfies (PI) and L is a locally supporting line for / at c, it follows that the line L' through P" and Qn Now by Lemma 3, [a*, ft*] G 9f, so the line L through P = ia*, /(a*)) and (2 = (ft*, /(ft*)) fails to be locally supporting for / at at least one of the two points a* and ft*, even though (x, f{x)) does lie on or above L for a* < x < ft*.
Say L is not locally supporting for / at a*, and let the unique locally supporting line at a* be L'. Then the slope of L' is greater than the slope of L, so Q lies below U . Let ft' = inf{ft|ft > a* and (ft, /(ft)) lies below L'} .
Then ft' > a* since L' is locally supporting for / at a*; and by Lemma 1, the point Q' = (ft', /(ft')) lies on L'. Furthermore, because of the way in which ft' was chosen, ft' < ft* and L' is not locally supporting for /at ft', although (x, f(x)) does lie on or above L' for a* < x < ft'. Since (2' ^ Q, we in fact have ft' < ft*. Since (PI) and (P2) now both hold for [a*, ft'] and ft' < inf 73 , we have produced an interval in 9y which is a subinterval of every member of g* but which is not itself a member of f . This contradicts the maximality of r.
If L is not locally supporting for / at ft*, a contradiction is reached in the same way. Thus, / must be convex. D
Convexity via locally supporting hyperplanes
If n > 1 , it is possible for a function / : R" -» R to have unique local support at every point and yet not be convex. A good example of this is given by letting / be the characteristic function of the set {x G R"| ||x|| < 1} where || • || represents the usual Euclidean norm. This function is clearly not convex. To see that it does have a unique locally supporting hyperplane at every point, let x0 G R" and let g : R" -► R be affine with g(x0) = fi(xQ). If g is constant, then 77 = {(x, g(x))\x £ R"} is easily seen to be a locally supporting hyperplane for / at Xo. If g is not constant, then 77 is not such a locally supporting hyperplane, since the open half-space {x G R"\g(x) > fi(xo)} will contain points x arbitrarily close to Xo with ||x|| > ||xo||. As the following theorem shows, however, local support will ensure convexity if / is assumed to be continuous. be nonempty, open, and convex; and let f : S -»I be continuous. Suppose that fi has a locally supporting hyperplane at each x £ S. Then fi is convex. Proof. For each pair of points xx, x2 £ S apply Theorem 1 to the function tp(t) = f((l -t)xx + tx2), where -e < t < I +e, with e > 0 suitably small. □
